Regulations for M. Pharm
1. Each academic semester shall consist of a minimum of 15 weeks instructions. i.e. 15 x 6 = 90
instructional (actual teaching) days. A minimum of 75% attendance in the theory and practical
of each subject is compulsory for appearing at the external (university) examination.
2. Twenty (20) marks shall be allotted for internal (sessional) examination and Eighty (80)
marks for external (university) examination in theory and/or practical of each subject.
3. There shall be three compulsory internal (sessional) examinations (each of 20 marks and one
hour) in theory of each subject during each academic semester. The average performances of
three internal (sessional) examinations in a subject shall form the basis of calculating sessional
marks for internal theory assessment of 20 marks of each subject. If a student does not appear in
any one of the three internal (sessional) theory examinations on account of illness, the student
may be permitted to appear at the Block sessional theory examination conducted at the end of the
year covering the entire syllabus of the subject.
4. There shall be one internal (sessional) examination in practicals of the subject (of 6 hours) at
the end of the semester. The internal (sessional) marks in practical shall be allotted as bellows:
(i) Actual performance in one internal (sessional) examination of 10 marks and
(ii) Day to day attendance, conduct, practical performance, laboratory records, viva, etc. of 10
marks.
5. The question paper of theory external (university) examination shall be set by the external and
internal examiners (each one) jointly. The duration of theory external (university) examination
will be of 3 hours (each of 80 marks). The duration of practical external (university) examination
will be of 6 hours.
6. To pass examination in any subject, candidates must obtain at least 40 percentage of the marks
(including sessional marks) in theory and practical separately in each subject and in addition
must obtain at least 50 percentage of the total marks (including sessional marks) assigned to the
subject examination. To pass a subject, a candidate must appear in theory and practical at a time.
7. A candidate may be exempted from appearing in any subject at a subsequent external
(university) examination, provided that the candidate has passed the subject examination and
such candidate will be declared to have passed the external (university) examination on passing
all remaining subjects.
8. Admission to various semesters shall be governed by the following conditions:
Admission to
Condition
Second Semester. Satisfactorily kept the term in First semester M. Pharm.
Third Semester.
Satisfactorily kept the term in Second Semester. & passed First semester
M. Pharm.
Fourth Semester. Satisfactorily kept the term in Third Semester & passed Second
Semester.

A candidate is eligible for the admission into a higher year provided he/she has satisfactorily
kept the term in the preceding year and passed the year. The candidate failing in one or more
subjects at the external (university) examinations shall have to pass such subjects in the first
and/or second remedial examination.
9. Candidate, passing the examination by compartment or more than one attempt, shall not be
eligible for a prize, medal or scholarship to be awarded at the examination.
10. No class shall be awarded to the successful candidates who pass the examination in part. Pass
class shall be awarded to the candidate passing final M.Pharm. by compartment or more than one
attempt.
11. The class at the final examination leading to award the degree of Master of Pharmacy shall
be calculated on the basis of average of all semester leading to award of the degree of master of
pharmacy.
% Required
70% or more
60% or more, but less than 70%
50% or more, but less than 60%
Other cases

Class to be awarded
First class with Distinction
First class
Second class
Pass class

